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Chapter 1891 Lrregular Ll 

Too many profound things had happened in the span of microseconds. 

<First, this Age became defined as next…I confirm an Irregular right before my eyes.> 

Lillith thought lightly as she could have billions of thoughts crossing her mind in a fraction of a 

microsecond- her mind being capable of being expanded to days or years in a single instant as her 

perception and decision making were utterly dreadful to imagine. 

What she couldn't imagine though, was that the <Irregular> that she met was also the one who had 

defined himself and subsequently aided in the definition of this Age! 

Such a thought had no way of crossing her mind as what she did understand was destiny. And she 

understood a great deal of it. 

To her surprise, she actually found the destiny of this portion of her Will not to be too bright even as she 

was able to utilize a semblance of the Natural Laws and Decretums she normally controlled! 

Such a thing was an impossibility as she had let go of one of her treasures that she controlled a Lineage 

of the Kun Pengs with- the Heart of Destiny in order to make the current plans possible. 

For all of this to be for naught was disappointing as the answer as to why her destiny was bleak could 

only be attributed to a few factors. 

Either powerful Alpha Strata LEGENDS were able to break through the restrictions of the current 

Domain, or Grotto Haven existences caught wind of her destiny…or an unexplainable factor! 

She understood the unexplainable factor the moment she breezed through the memories of Genevieve 

and gazed at the being in question himself. 

His eyes were luminous and filled with astounding destiny that even her Hellion Eyes could not see the 

depth of, with his life line being inconceivable! 

An Irregular. 

She had actually come across an Irregular in such a place as he seemed to be a particularly careful one, 

foregoing any pauses or talks as just like her- he immediately went on the offensive. 

And ridiculously offensive at that as the lives of millions were reaped instantly while the residues of this 

shocking attack were now surging towards her. 

<Not even my scent has latched onto your soul? You can't already be protecting it with a Decretum 

right?> 

She could see that this Irregular was a particularly young soul as he shouldn't have had too many grand 

accomplishments yet. 
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Her body was always releasing a shockingly powerful scent that would unconsciously cause others to fall 

to her authority, especially those less experienced- but there were too many pesky things blocking her 

now. 

The annoying Avalonian screaming of honor and justice as he released the Decretum of Avalon. 

The multi-winged Primordial weaving the essences of multiple Natural Laws of Reality chaotically and 

without any control. 

The Dimensional Royalty from the Mirror Dimension holding a Bloodline with such a level of purity that 

Lillith thought she had come across a scion of one of the Rulers of the Mirror Dimension! 

All these authorities were circling around on top of the authority of the Decretum of Dreams from the 

Irregular himself- making it extremely hard for Lillith's own authority to display itself! 

Even more so when the Irregular sent out a potent attack laced with a Decretum as she had to recall the 

authority of the Natural Law of Gravitation that she had just laid out and change her tactics. 

She had to somewhat protect herself even with the limitations of this body as after that… 

<If I can just leave a mark on an Irregular this young…anhh!> 

Her red lips pouted at his ruthlessness as he moved to wipe out her authority and very life without 

hesitation…but she was still a Dimensional Hellion Ruler. 

Even though the oncoming strikes would release tens of Billions of Damage Values that could potentially 

wipe out a lax Alpha Strata, she still had her ways! 

It just seemed that even with her ways and means though, the oncoming result would be a tough one. 

Yet Lillith still moved decisively as her mind and machinations were not ones that many could grasp! 

BZZZT! 

The Essence of Natural Laws interweaved maddeningly as Gravitation was recalled, her authority only 

allowing her to display a single chosen one at a time as she wrapped herself in the Essence of another 

Natural Law. 

Polarity. 

A Natural Law of Reality that stated that all things had duality and polar opposites in the vast Realities 

and 9 Dimensions! 

When understood and put under one's heels, the effects were just unfathomable. 

SHIING! 

The crimson gold eyes of Lillith shone as her four horns glistened with power, the Essence of Polarity 

surging out around her as the oncoming rays of damaging soul light...instantly buzzed as opposite to 

them- bleak white rays of light with the same power surged out! 

The Essence of Polarity churned with wonder as there were many unique methods for one to take on 

ridiculous amounts of Damage! 



A majority of the surging attacks were shockingly met with an opposing attack of similar nature, but the 

Essence of Polarity was not able to wrap around everything as the Severing rays of light stemming from 

too many dead LEGENDS still had a significant amount surging forward. 

For this, the authority of a Decretum of a Dimension surged around Lillith as her red lips continued their 

devilish smile, knowing that whatever attacks passed through after this would still sting...but they would 

be somewhat manageable! 

<There should be some breathing room after that. Just a tiny little mark, my little Irregular...thats all I 

need from you.> 

...! 

Her eyes shone with a dangerous sheen as white the Essence of Natural Law and a Decretum raged, the 

heavy attacks of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor landed! 

BOOOM! 

— 

As he watched a surefire cluster of abilities smash towards Lillith, Noah didn't even have to wonder 

what to deconstruct from her many authorities. 

What would be the most crucial for him to grasp that he would have a hard time attaining normally? 

The answer was not a Decretum of a Dimension. 

Nor was it DHARMA Tier Edicts. 

It was the Natural Laws of Reality as they were too abstruse to identify and capture normally, and he 

could even form a DHARMA Tier Edict through utilizing one! 

So the answer was simple. 

The only other one that remained was which Natural Law to choose! 

Chapter 1892 Lrregular Lll 

Outside of the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, an Ultima Strata existence with dazzling wings on his feet and 

back continued to watch the unfolding events within this domain coldly, the Alpha Strata 

representatives of the Pure-Blooded Bloodlines watching along with all the masses of millions as their 

perception was utterly altered today! 

They watched the delayed version of events as when they saw tens of thousands of LEGENDS perish 

from a Ninth Firmament existence, their hearts were silent with shock as they were shown what a level 

of true genius truly was! 

When they saw the visage of other Ninth Firmament existences match Beta Strata LEGENDS…they all felt 

ashamed as they knew this was never something that they could do at the same stage. 

When these existences entered these respective Realms, wouldn't they exceed all others in this stage? 

Was this not the meaning of their current Age that was just named?! 
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Quintessence! 

Didn't these geniuses facing an army of Millions show they were the most ideal and outstanding 

Emperors of this Age? 

Such questions buzzed in their minds as the Ultima Strata LEGEND spoke out while gazing at the being 

most of them focused on on the illusory screen. 

"You said he stems from the Celestial Vines and has already undergone Royal Human Bloodline 

baptism?" 

His words were directed to the Alpha Strata Royal Human LEGEND who had already gathered all the 

information possible about the one known as Alexander King. 

"He showed immense potential and talent, but nothing like what we are seeing here today." 

The eyes of this powerful being flashed as they gazed with pressure towards the nervous figure of 

Brightborn who bent his back even more! 

He had actually talked down and sent this genius in as someone to attain treasures for him without 

knowing his true power, and they now saw that his strength even eclipsed the SHIELD OF DAWN. 

Due to this… 

"Once they are out, I will be taking him and the others for a debriefing in the Main Reality." 

With inviolable authority and not even asking for the permission of the Royal Human representative, the 

Ultima Strata LEGEND spoke languidly about taking a ridiculous genius of their Bloodline away! 

The Alpha Strata Royal Human remained silent as his essence silently buzzed, only to hear even more 

words soon after. 

"You can alert anyone you wish to from the Royal Human Domains, but this is not a Candidate Emperor 

you can handle. For your negligence here…you're lucky that this will be the only thing I will be seeking 

from the Assembly!" 

…! 

Power and authority. 

This was a grand show of it as the Alpha Strata LEGEND did not even speak back, the shocking grandeur 

and visage they showed before paling in comparison to a single being! 

On the illusory screen though, some grand changes occurred as the enemy Commander moved towards 

Alexander King- his might being matched as soon after, something inexplicable occurred. 

From his body, a terrifying source of power weaved out as it covered everything, and it also happened to 

cover the glimmering medallion hidden around the neck of Akaris. 

The medallion that made the connection to show the illusory screen possible! 

BZZZT! 



Essence fluctuated as the illusory scenes they were seeing in the void of space turned black. 

"..." 

The atmosphere in the surroundings instantly turned dangerous and somber! 

None of them knew that this was when the Dimensional Deceiver first released her authority. 

The Dimensional Deceiver…did not allow for anyone to gaze at her actions! 

— 

BOOM 

A shocking impact wracked the surroundings as essence was thrown into chaos. 

<Sheesh.> 

The visage of Lillith released vibrant authority as she was astounded, her vibrant butterfly-like wings 

being shredded on the left side of her body that was currently burnt dark gray! 

She was a Dimensional Hellion Ruler as even though this was a minuscule portion of her Will that had 

managed to get past the restrictions and enter the vast Realities, she was still not someone to be looked 

down upon! 

But the existence she had met this time was too obscene. 

And the Dimensional Deceiver understood this fully as she had come across an existence like this before, 

so she didn't feel like this was an undeserved loss! 

Her state was made clear to the Eyes of the Tri-Pupiled Kainos Emperor as he continued relentlessly. 

<True Dimensional Vitality Values>: 27/100 Billion 

<Innate Dimensional Barrier>: 0/10 Billion 

Her large health pool and even Innate Dimensional Barrier were nearly ground down to nothing as it was 

a testament to the strength of this Dimensional Hellion Ruler to escape death when the Quintessential 

Kainos Emperor utilized the prime situation just now to unleash an attack that would shred most 

average Alpha Strata LEGENDS! 

And not even half a microsecond passed as… 

<True Dimensional Vitality Values>: 28/100 Billion 

<Innate Dimensional Barrier>: 1/10 Billion 

The life force of this terrifying existence began to recover. 

But none of this mattered right now. 

She was already brought down far enough as because of the quickness that Noah had acted with, the 

Dimensional Deceiver wasn't able to show her astounding power to the fullest as she hadn't even 



revealed her DHARMA Tier Edicts or attacks as she only had the chance to somewhat display her 

understanding of Natural Laws and Decretum of her Dimensions! 

If it were other instances and other beings, they might wish for a blood pumping battle as both sides 

showed their splendor and shocking attacks, but Noah wasn't having any of this as he wouldn't play 

around with the Will of a Dimensional Hellion Ruler. 

He would love to learn just how powered and how wondrous her skills and Edicts are…after she was 

dead. 

ZIING! 

The moment her curvaceous visage rose once more and gazed at Noah, the Star of Illumination was 

activated once again as a Severing ray of light shot out. 

On top of this, the Emperor's Ruined Blade of Oblivion flashed as Noah sent his thoughts through it- 

utilizing Emperor's Haki with his very thoughts as he bombarded them towards Lillith, Billions of Damage 

Values barreling forth! 

This Dimensional Hellion Ruler was unfettered as with a devilish smile, the Essence of the Natural Law of 

Polarity surged out to reflect the coming attacks once more and give her just a little bit of leeway to do 

what she needed. 

SHAA! 

Tendrils of destiny weaved out silently. 

The dazzling protective Essence of a Natural Law that was just enacted fluctuated and shockingly flashed 

away in an instant! 

Polarity...was canceled ever so briefly. 

...! 

As for how this was even remotely possible? 

<The Tri-Pupiled Kainos Emperor has managed to successfully deconstruct a selected concept on the 

target.> 

Prompts that had risen in Noah's mind the moment he fulfilled certain conditions. 

<Preliminary understanding of the Natural Law of Polarity is granted.> 

WAA! 

The Natural Law of Reality that had made it possible for the Dimensional Deceiver to escape certain 

death from tens of Billions of Soul Damage Values! 

This was what Noah chose as his destiny showed grand possibilities! 

A trace of stupor bloomed in the mind of the Dimensional Deceiver as she actually laughed with 

profound happiness while voicing out. 



<What a stupendous Irregular you are…I will see you again soon!> 

The first words Lillith spoke to Noah, and the last ones for this moment in time as her Vitality reached 

below 25% from the very thoughts of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor. 

Thoughts that were releasing a command filled with billions of Soul Damage Values and mirrored a 

second time due to the Emperor's Ruined Blade of Oblivion! 

'BEGONE!' 

This thought boomed in the mind of Lillith and the slumbering Genevieve as it pushed the Vitality Values 

of these amalgamated beings below a certain threshold. 

The Critical Ruined Modifier activated as the illusion of a crimson gold visage of RUINATION appeared 

above Lillith, her two hands grasping a massive illusory Blade of Oblivion that sank down and twisted! 

And... 

BOOM...RIIP! 

A shower of blood exploded as True Death was granted. 

Chapter 1893 Quintessential Treasure Cache! 

Space buzzed chaotically as it began to settle down, the visage of a shocking existence nowhere to be 

seen after true blood had rained down all around. 

Throughout the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, blazing trumpets began to resound out instead as they 

caused one's blood to boil. 

And this wasn't just metaphorical as one genuinely felt their body become more active, their wounds 

healing faster as even their soils felt soothed! 

This was the Symphony of the Protagonist. 

This was the ode of victory that played for the Quintessential Kainos Emperor after he wiped out an 

existence and chose not to extend an unpredictable battle. 

Now, trumpets blew for his victory as the dreary skies of the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest gained just a 

little bit of brightness! 

At the same time, the reality that a portion of the Will of a Dimensional Hellion Ruler was extinguished 

along with the body it occupied. 

The means of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor activated as tendrils of destiny continued to swirl 

around him. 

Resplendent Treasure Cache was activated. 

<The destiny of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor shines brightly after overcoming the authority of a 

Dimensional Hellion Ruler.> 

SHIING! 
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<The Heart of Destiny illuminates, resonating with the destiny of the one that has fulfilled the conditions 

of the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest.> 

In the skies, the golden star that had always been there this whole time disappeared. 

The star that had masked the destiny of all beings surging towards it and the profound destiny that 

many sought simply faded away as it was unknown to others what occurred to it! 

But Noah only saw a glorious prompt rise before him. 

<The Resplendent Treasure Cache has been elevated into a Quintessential Treasure Cache unseen in this 

Age.> 

Pristine brightness flashed over all the skies for an instant as it blinded everyone, fading away soon after 

as they were able to gaze at the unbelievable result with clear eyes. 

Katelyn wasn't too far from Noah's visage as she actually shot towards him at this moment- and it was 

for no other reason than the fact that the figure of Alexander that seemed unbreakable and unshakable 

in the eyes of all beings as he reaped the lives of Millions of LEGENDS and even an obscenely powerful 

existence…his figure was currently falling from the skies as if he was entirely exhausted of all energy and 

could not even hold himself up with the oppressive authority still pressing down! 

WAA! 

Uniquely, she wasn't the only one who shot towards him as when she arrived to support him on his right 

side- the figure of Ezekiel also arrived to the left as the Essence of Avalon vibrantly held everything up. 

Katelyn was still faster as she swooped in to support Noah, lending her shoulder to him as she raised 

him up. 

Her bright eyes held a myriad of emotions as she came in close contact with this being who seemed like 

he could face anything, even though it showed even he had his limitations as his body seemed entirely 

spent of essence right now and was recovering! 

And it should be like so! 

How could anyone who had faced and eradicated millions of LEGENDS and even an existence 

approaching Alpha Strata not even break a sweat? 

Of course…this was all an utter lie from Noah as he had simply shone too bright, and if he stood strong 

after releasing all the attacks like it was nothing…well, he had achieved his purpose as he was playing a 

different angle right now. 

Like a tired hero that had vanquished a great evil, Noah tilted his head and leaned into Katelyn's 

embrace as it caused her to ask with a hint of concern. 

"Are you alright?" 

The fair hands of this Dimensional Royalty supported him as Noah nodded with an ashen face, his mind 

currently going through many wondrous prompts and observing all the changes as he followed this play 

of an exhausted hero. 



He was about to continue talking with Katelyn to increase the familiarity of this Dimensional Royalty 

with him when in the next moment, the figure of Ezekiel that had arrived to his left inserted himself in 

while speaking valiantly. 

"I shall support him, Mirror Princess." 

His powerful and robust figure came in while the Essence of Avalon surged all around, taking Noah's left 

arm and wrapping it around his shoulders to support him as this action caused Katelyn to move away! 

"..." 

From the hands of a fair beauty, Noah's 'tired' body was transferred to the robust and muscular visage 

of Ezekiel that was gazing at him with bright and clear purple eyes filled with unknown thoughts. 

Both of these beings were exceedingly handsome as the weaker Primordial women gazed at this scene 

with shining eyes, while Noah became extremely annoyed at this guy that had just inserted himself in 

and taken him from the arms of a beauty! 

Who would want to be held in the hands of another man and not a Dimensional Royalty that normally 

didn't even allow others to touch her?  

Ezekiel seemed to not have caught this as he floated down with Noah, Katelyn gazing at him with shining 

eyes that held a trace of anger as she thought about Nefertiti who had always moved with this being- 

and yet he had not protected her with all his strength as now, Katelyn didn't even know what she could 

do to restore her consciousness the way it was! 

"Untouched valiance and power...you all have hidden yourselves deeply, but you will have to come into 

the light now." 

While she was lost in her thoughts, the vibrant figure with the words of SHIELD OF DAWN rotating 

around her crown above the backbone of a throne spoke out towards their figures- the many shields 

fading around her as Noah's last attacks with the Star of Illumination had decimated all opposing 

enemies with very few remaining alive. 

Akaris had her eyes locked onto Noah as she said this, her eyes still carrying the same profound 

authority as she spoke. 

"I will help you manage the gazes of others and whatever is to come, but let me be the first to express 

my thanks for your actions here today. You saved many lives and thwarted a ploy that would have 

otherwise succeeded!" 

WAA! 

Akaris shone with golden grandeur as her figure stood straight, her left hand coming before her chest 

with the palm unfurled while her right hand was closed into a fist, both of them meeting in the middle 

as she gave a formal salute of respect towards Noah! 

PAH! 

A vibrant golden wave of light bloomed when her fist and palm met, Noah receiving acknowledgment 

and respect from an existence that normally talked calmly to Alpha Strata LEGENDS! 



Chapter 1894 Acknowledgement! 

Of the remaining Pure-Blooded Primordial Geniuses, all followed the lead of Akaris as they performed a 

similar salute, the fist of their right hand hitting the unfurled palm of their left in front of their chest as 

they expressed their thankfulness to this astounding genius! 

The figure of Elora had come out of hiding as she looked with immense curiosity to Noah, the structure 

of Primordials being that built on strength and authority as when meeting a genius who could eradicate 

a power approaching the Alpha Strata, nobody would gaze down upon them as they knew their position 

would be high in the Main Reality! 

For any who held negative emotions like the bloody figure of Aegon, they could only hide this in their 

hearts as even he performed this salute himself at this moment- whether unwilling or not. 

The Young Emperor had shining eyes as he gave his salute while Juliette's eyes were shining with a 

hungry light, her flaming astral figure not being able to remain still as she moved forward. 

"Hey, why did you hide your power so much? With such strength, you are the perfect man for me! How 

about we have that spar? You can have me as your prize so long as you use your power to suppress me!" 

WAA! 

The Princess of a Lineage of the Astral Bloodline continued to look for a hubby who could overpower her 

as she moved like a stellar flaming light towards Noah and Ezekiel, breaking the regal and somber 

atmosphere of the surroundings as before she could get too far, golden shield manifested to surround 

her on all sides and shield her from moving any further. 

Akaris didn't even gaze at her as she did this, looking around the whole battlefield as she spoke out with 

authority. 

"Sweep the lands and see if there are any surviving Ancient Races! Follow the Chains of Reality down to 

check on any who survivors behind us..." 

She began displaying her authority as she commanded the Primordials, her authority being unique as 

the gazes of many still remained on the figure that had moved to save everyone! 

Noah had seemingly regained some of his energy after being supported by Ezekiel as he rose by himself, 

still keeping his complexion ashen as this Avalonian came in front of him and spoke with calm eyes. 

"The capability to erase the will of a Dimensional Hellion Ruler is astounding enough, especially with the 

level of control you showed. An existence like you will be crucial for what is to come, so I, Lancelot of the 

12 Domains of Avalon....invite you and beseech you to come with me to the Avalon Dimension." 

WAA! 

His words were straightforward as this whole time, Ezekiel had been moving across the vast Realities 

looking for something! 

Now that he had found it, he would not sit idly by! 
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"Make sure to keep your allegiances clear, Avalonian. Our agreement with the 12 Domains of Avalon 

does not extend to you seeking out our people." 

The dazzling voice of Akaris rang out as if she could perceptively see everything, Ezekiel's powerful eyes 

releasing a burst of purple light as he gazed at her visage. 

There seemed to be many intricacies and relationships with the different races across Realities and 

Dimensions, and Noah would very soon be delving into them as a disastrous plot gradually drew to a 

close! 

— 

"Well, that was a somewhat harder than normal victory." 

Noah's will spoke freely as Lavalliere remained silent, both of their gazes currently not on the countless 

mountains of Loot within Noah's Expansive Space- and they were both instead staring at the torn body 

of Genevieve/Lillith, as well as the dazzling EMPYRAL hand that glowed splendors gold and was simply 

waiting for someone to take it! 

But Lavalliere's profound authority was currently wrapping around this EMPYRAL appendage as she 

spoke sternly. 

<Do not fall for the ploys of the Dimensional Deceiver. This EMPYRAL appendage is full of her residual 

Will as the moment you utilize or fuse it into your body…> 

…! 

Yes! 

This was the method that Lillith chose to leave behind a mark as when she saw how closed off all roads 

were by Noah's quick actions, she did something to the one thing her destiny told her that an Irregular 

like him would want the most! 

The strength and power left behind as spoils of war. 

<If I hadn't isolated her body and this EMPYRAL appendage when it came into your Expansive Space, 

your will would have already been tainted...what will you do about this?> 

The Dimensional Deceiver was not to be underestimated as her means were profound, but the spoils of 

war she left behind were even more profound! 

And spoils of war they were as currently, Noah's <Resonance of Nature> was ringing madly as his body 

accepted the preliminary understanding of a Natural Law of Reality. 

A law of profundity as it allowed for the very fabric of Reality to be the way it was- the first one he 

attained understanding into being Polarity! 

BZZT! 

When he thought about this, his Tri-Pupiled eyes opened wide as his vision saw vibrant essence that 

made up the space around him, but he now saw something even more profound as what stabilized this 



space and kept everything in order were the vibrant types of Essence many could never come across 

their entire lives. 

Polarity just made up a part of these myriad of essences as Noah could now visualize the Essence of this 

Natural Law, and he could not tug on it as... 

SHAA! 

Its essence began glowing towards his by its lonesome. 

Not as wisps of Natural Laws, but a single isolated law that at this moment...he directed towards his 

body as it sank into his soul, and it delved directly into...the concept of the Dictum Emperor! 

Since he had gained an understanding of a Natural Law and could now isolate its essence, why couldn't 

he begin the process of infusing this single essence into an Edict for him to go towards DHARMA right 

away? 

He didn't know how long the process would take so why wouldn't he start early?! 

HOOONG! 

His body began to shine with vibrant luster as the Essence of a single Natural Law flowed into him, his 

will finally returning to Lavalliere and the wondrous bundles of loot left behind from this still unfolding 

event. 

There were too many mountains of Loot to count as Noah did not have any doubt in fully saturating his 

Paramount Kainos Dream Dimensional Reality with them, but the more profound loot to gaze at was a 

massive treasure chest that currently took up 10% of all the space in the Expansive Space. 

The <Quintessential Treasure Cache>. 

It seemed to show its importance with its grandeur and size ad it glimmered gold, black, and crimson- 

constantly emanating boundless waves of fortune as above it...a dazzling golden star could be seen! 

The star that had aided in the transformation of this Resplendent Treasure Cache into a Quintessential 

Treasure Cache- the Heart of Destiny. 

Noah had attained all of them silently as beside the massive Quintessential Treasure Cache, dozens of 

Randomized Loot Crates could be seen from the perished Beta Strata LEGENDS as even further away 

from this were the isolated bodies of Genevieve/Lillith and the EMPYRAL appendage, and an even 

further distance away...was the body of Valdez Tepez that still had life force pulsing ever so calmly! 

Chapter 1895 Caches And Destiny! L 

Across the vastness of space and time. 

In an unknown location filled with dense Essence of the Decretum of a Dimension, a slumbering Will was 

roused up as crimson essence surged and overflowed, a dreadful and undeniable sense of oppression 

whipping about as even the Essence of the Decretum trembled. 

<To have lost a portion of will just like that...well, she shall see what he does. Meeting an Irregular is a 

rare and celebrated occasion as the others do not yet know...> 
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The rousing will was swimming in this immense liquified sea of dense Essence of a Decretum as her 

visage couldn't be fully seen, but a pair of eyes so deadly and beautiful could be seen as they shone with 

interest and ingenuity! 

<Losing the Heart of Destiny to him also cannot be considered too much of a loss as...> 

SHIING! 

Around this barely perceptible being, two blazing stars formed as the luminosity they released was no 

less than the Heart of Destiny that had remained above the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest this whole time 

before disappearing right at the end of the battle. 

<...it shall eventually return back to me. And if all else fails, you two will help me get your little sibling 

back, right?> 

...! 

The two dazzling stars flashed in a shocking manner as they released a subtle power, the deadly and 

beautiful eyes of this existence curving into a devilish smile as the stars faded. 

This existence was a schemer. 

She had plans on top of plans as just to leave a mark, she had chosen not to grandly announce her 

identity or prestige as she decisively made her move when she realized the Irregular was unbeatable 

with her current power, using a vast majority of her authority to paint the EMPYRAL appendage with her 

mark! 

But if this didn't work, there was the Heart of Destiny. 

And just in case the Heart of Destiny wouldn't work as its mysteries were too profound and its purpose 

could aid one greatly in hiding... 

<I should also make a move in the Mirror and Dream Dimensions. His body seemed to be entirely 

illuminated by Dream Essence as the girl beside him should be from one of the two Royal Mirror 

Lineages...he may make his way to any of these dimensions soon enough.> 

...! 

To an existence like her, there were no coincidences or chance occurrences. 

She had to create chances herself as she would make many moves to ensure success! 

And even while she planned all of this, her mind was very clear as she knew what she wanted. 

Even though a portion of her soul had been destroyed by him, she didn't turn wrathful or let her pride 

feel wounded in any way. She didn't deem this Irregular that had appeared before as an enemy, where if 

she had taken that route... 

<It would be no fun. If one Irregular can cause the proliferation of countless Realities and even shake up 

the structure of Dimensions that made it easier for my expansion...what can another Irregular do?> 

...! 



Maddening light of power and authority raged in this unknown location, the Will of a Dimensional 

Hellion Ruler burning with might and Destiny as she made many moves and waited patiently! 

--- 

At the same time, within Noah's Expansive Space. 

Noah thought about the last and only words he heard from Lillith as he gazed at the massive 

Quintessential Treasure Cache and Randomized Loot Crates, as well as the dazzling colorful star of light 

above it all! 

"Irregular, huh?" 

This was a unique word to hear about himself as Lavalliere remained quiet when he said it. 

Which of his qualities that arose would make him an Irregular? 

His Mana? Destiny? Possessions? 

He pondered over this briefly as he shook his head soon after. 

He knew who he was as it didn't matter what others labeled him as...for he had too many titles! 

What mattered the most...was that he was the Quintessential Kainos Emperor. 

 And the heart of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor currently wanted to go through his Loot, and the 

one loot he couldn't take his eyes off of was not the Heart of Destiny that pulled everyone's gazes into 

the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest or the tricky EMPYRAL appendage- it was the Quintessential Treasure 

Cache! 

"Open." 

HUUM! 

His words were light as the massive treasure chest released rays of gorgeous light, its opening being akin 

to Celestial gates unfurling before Noah's eyes as multiple items that were soon followed by prompts 

flew out of this dazzling chest! 

Noah's eyes were bright as he could see a massive circular black structure fly out along with a heart 

shaking scroll releasing crimson waves of Dimensional Essence, a vibrant crystal that released profound 

waves of the Natural Laws of Reality…and even three crystalline Shards he had seen and dreamt of a few 

times! 

The prompts for these items appeared soon after in his mind. 

<The HERESY Relic Map of the Apollyon Dimension has been attained.> 

<3 Ascendant Dimensional Shards have been attained.> 

<Natural Law Nacre(Gravitation) has been attained.> 

<The HERESY Relic Obsidian Queen has been attained.> 

<1x Random Venerable Dimensional Bloodline Nacre has been attained.> 



<25 Empyral Essence Regeneration Flasks have been attained.> 

<5,000 Kainos Orbs of Transmogrification have been attained.> 

<The DHARMA Relic Gravitational Reality Armament has been attained.> 

<10 Empyral True Vitality Flasks have been attained.> 

<The HERESY Relic Silent Killer has been attained.> 

"..." 

The prompts coming down were stupendous. 

The items they represented…were utterly shocking as they even unveiled some new truths! 

"HERESY…" 

Noah spoke this new word that was attached to some of the items to come out of the Quintessential 

Treasure Cache, memories from the millions he had taken out swirling in his mind as Lavalliere replied 

calmly. 

<When the Essence of a single Natural Law of Reality is infused into a concept, it can attain the Tier of 

DHARMA. If one is proficient enough and capable to infuse the Essence of a Decretum of a Dimension 

into a concept, they can instead birth HERESY Tier concepts.> 

…! 

Chapter 1896 Caches And Destiny! Ll 

HERESY! 

Something at the same level of DHARMA but built on the Decretum of a Dimension, and Noah had 

gotten Relics of this level from the Quintessential Treasure Cache! 

<Well, HERESY is much harder to grasp as it requires a great level of control and more than always a high 

tier Dimensional Bloodline to be capable of infusing an essence expertly into a Relic…> 

Lavalliere stopped briefly with some hesitation as she continued with shocking words soon after. 

<...You can take me for example. I bathed in the Decretum of Dream when coming to fruition, and I can 

utilize Absolute Dream Authority to an extent. Of course, I am far beyond a HERESY Relic even in my 

limited form currently.> 

…! 

Lavalliere revealed a little bit more about her as Noah nodded with a smile, beginning to gaze at the 

descriptions of the items to come out of the Quintessential Treasure Cache while in the outside 

Realities, events were rapidly unfolding! 

— 

Outside of the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest. 
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BZZT! 

The Domain Rift that had been contracting this whole time and seemingly about to fade buzzed with 

essence as it expanded back to its original size rapidly, the illusory feed that was cut off for a few 

seconds resuming once more in the dark void as it showed an unbelievable scene! 

The vast stretches of land that used to hold millions of LEGENDS…were entirely empty as space seemed 

to be stabilizing once more. 

But the fact that the vast stretches of land were empty shook the hearts of those watching this scene as 

even they wouldn't have survived such a force! 

So why…why could they only see the relieved expressions of Pure-Blooded Primordials remaining?  

"What the hell happened in a matter of seconds…?!" 

A Beta Strata LEGEND recalled the dozens of beings at his Realm and the many more at the Primogenial 

Strata as he couldn't believe what he was seeing! 

He and many others were glad at the scenes shown…but what the hell had just happened within?! 

They continued to watch silently as inside the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, changes were also about as 

moments after the Heart of Destiny disappeared and the enemies were eradicated, the oppressive 

authorities pervasively all around lessened somewhat as soon after, a massive Rift Portal appeared in at 

the center of the battlefield where the dried crimson gold blood of the Ancient Races dyed the frozen 

earth! 

"Ah…" 

A portal that caused joy to appear in the eyes of many Primordials as they felt like they were about to 

escape the confines of a hellish land. 

Opportunity and Destiny were great and all, but many geniuses were realizing that they might not be cut 

out to be Emperors after seeing the unfolding of events in this Domain! 

They were shown what true geniuses were as when they asked themselves whether they could match 

Primogenial or Beta Strata LEGENDS while at the 9th Firmament of Ascendancy...the hard no made them 

reevaluate their life choices. 

"Gather those below and start heading out. There is no destiny left here..." 

Akaris's authoritative voice rang out once more as many Primordials began scrambling about, everyone 

being more than happy to leave as Noah raised his visage up and left Ezekiel while not showing his 

annoyance, giving Andur a mere gaze to keep this Vassal from rushing over to him as he floated towards 

the lone figure of Katelyn that gazed at everything with melancholy. 

"Are you doing okay?" 

He asked her a similar question to what she asked him not too long ago, this Dimensional Royalty gazing 

at her hands that showed a blank faced figure of Nefertiti encased in a crystalline mirror as she replied 

lightly. 



"She was always rushing towards whatever could give her more power, and now..." 

A blank image of her was all that remained. 

And that was after Katelyn had done something shocking to even bring this blank slate out! 

Noah floated close to this Dimensional Royalty while gazing at the crystalline mirror holding Nefertiti, his 

eyes luminous as he sent a mental message to her. 

"There lie many possibilities to awaken her past self. If not the Mirror Dimension, there is the Dream 

Dimension that has Absolute Dream Authority that can turn dreams into reality." 

The words of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor reverberated in Katelyn's mind as she gained more 

clarity, her headlining with a firm expression as a terrifying light of Royalty shone within! 

"Ready?" 

Behind them, Akaris floated over as her visage was still just as valiant, Ezekiel not too far off as his gaze 

was locked onto a single being. 

Were they ready? 

Was Noah ready to face the eyes of the Primordials that would turn his way? Could he protect himself 

and his secrets while swimming in their midst as he delved into the Main Reality?! 

A calm smile slowly became etched on his face as he moved forward calmly, Destiny telling him many 

things as he began to float over the Rift that had opened in the middle of the battlefield. 

No other being had gone into it as a form of respect, Noah taking the lead of these Pure-Blooded 

Primordial Geniuses within this domain as he went to the very forefront to meet whatever was to come! 

Faintly, a symphony could be heard in the surroundings as Akaris, Ezekiel, and many other Primordial 

Geniuses gazed at where the Heart of Destiny used to be before they followed along to leave this place. 

— 

As the procession of Geniuses and his True Sanguine Clone left the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, Noah's 

main body became more familiarized with his first Dimensional Layer and newly unlocked Natural Law 

of Polarity while gazing at the descriptions of wondrous loot! 

Among the many things he had gained in the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, there would be something that 

would aid him in evading the eyes of the powerful beings he was bound to very soon come across. 

And the items from the Quintessential Treasure Cache alone were too dazzling as their descriptions 

were enough to leave one breathless. 

<Map of the Apollyon Dimension>:: The Dimensional Hellion Ruler Lilith has traveled far and wide across 

multiple Dimensions, but she has scoured no Dimension more than her own home. This Map contains all 

the major regions of the Apollyon Dimension, as well as a quick breakdown of the major powers existing 

at the time Lillith crossed these lands. This Map has the authority to teleport you to any of the major 

regions of the Apollyon Dimension with the infusion of Dimensional essence. The landscape of the 

Apollyon Dimension is hellish as only the strongest creatures are born and thrive. Take great caution as 



even in outer regions, meeting enemies a Realm or Multiple Realms above you is a norm. Teleporting 

inside the major regions is cautioned unless you can evade the eyes of monstrous existences that have 

lived for eons… 

The first item alone was monstrous as it contained the understanding of a Dimension through the 

experiences of a Dimensional Hellion Ruler that had been born within it! If utilized properly, the 

possibilities of the Map of Apollyon Dimension were terrifying to imagine as after this were truly 

interesting forms of Loot that Noah had not come across before. 

Natural Law Nacre(Gravitation) and a Random Venerable Dimensional Bloodline Nacre! 

Their titles alone were self sufficient as what they could provide Noah was immeasurable! 

Chapter 1897 Caches And Destiny! Lll 

Destiny settled after a profound event as events went towards a conclusion, with the ones to attain the 

most fortune enjoying their boons as there was nobody that exceeded Noah in this regard. 

He was gazing at all the things to come out of the Quintessential Treasure Cache as the next two were 

truly magisterial sets of unimaginable wonders! 

<Natural Law Nacre(Gravitation)>:: The preliminary understanding of a Natural Law packed neatly into a 

single Nacre. This is an item only feasible from the Quintessential Treasure Cache as it is not possible to 

replicate it, nor would one need to…. 

<Random Venerable Dimensional Bloodline Nacre.>:: A nacre uniquely containing a VENERABLE Tier 

Bloodline from one of the 9 Dimensions. The 9 Dimensions are set, but the Dimensional Bloodlines are 

many. Your destiny shall determine just how powerful the Venerable Dimensional Bloodline will be!  

Simple and concise. 

The stupendous items were glorious and not affected by anything RUINATION could do as Noah's will 

sank into them right away, the Natural Law Nacre rising up as it was a massive hexagonal crystal that 

glimmered with purple light, being blasted open at this moment as it stellar contents surged into Noah's 

body. 

Pristine in authority. 

Unblemished in their grandeur! 

The waves of essence of the Natural Law of Gravitation sank into Noah's seated body as his Tri-Pupiled 

eyes reflected boundless stellar rays of light, the dazzling seas of liquified essence around him circling 

him in a unique manner as he felt like he could command the very fundamental essence and fabric of 

space around him! 

<You have attained a preliminary understanding of the Natural Law of Gravitation.> 

This prompt rose within Noah's mind as in the span of a few minutes, he obtained the preliminary 

understanding of Two Natural Laws of Reality as he had to spend at least a longer period of time than 

this to truly comprehend what he could do with them now and how to best optimize himself with them. 
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This also had to be considered along with the Decretum of different Dimensions as even though it was 

much more difficult, one could also infuse them into concepts or Relics to birth HERESY instead of 

DHARMA concepts or Relics.  

Just how vast was the distinction between HERESY and DHARMA? Could the two truly be considered the 

same level, or would one always lean toward HERESY due to the difficulty of achieving it? This was 

something Noah had to ponder on and choose the best route forward, but this thought didn't last too 

long as the next Nacre he infused his Will into also sank a pristine and unknown authority into him. 

A Nacre holding a random Bloodline! 

Even though there were only 9 Dimensions, there were many races within them as the types of 

Bloodlines were innumerable! What were the chances for Noah to attain something from the Dream 

Dimension that he wouldn't necessarily need?  

What he wanted was something new and unique as he didn't want any redundancies. 

And…his destiny shone brightly as the Heart of Destiny above him that had already ascertained its new 

owner surged with stellar golden light. 

Destiny flourished in fervor as the Nacre that exploded before Noah shone countless flashes of color in 

an instant before settling on...a bright verdant green. 

...! 

A green so majestic and vibrant that it nearly caused the Dream Essence within Noah to tremble! 

From the depths of his blood, his blood and soul began to buzz and illuminate as his stellar visage 

became bathed in a profound green light, his mind facing the rising prompts soon after. 

<The VENERABLE Tier Prana  Dimensional Bloodline [Preponderant Irminsul] has been attained.> 

BOOM! 

The grandeur of green exploded out as immense life force permeated all around! 

And Noah's body was not averse to the changes as on his throne, his stellar visage exploded as 

Dimensional Essence proliferated madly, his form beginning to enlarge as the image of a heart-shaking 

Dimensional Tree began to enlarge. 

It enlarged to reach the constantly expanding skies of the Dimensional Holy Land as the trunk of this 

tree shone with a stellar verdant light, its leaves shockingly being illusory masses of chaotic green 

dimensional energies as countless branches holding such leaves stretched out all across the Dimensional 

Holy Land! 

<Your True Vitality Values are undergoing rapid elevation.> 

BZZZT! 

The life force in the surroundings only became more maddening over time as Noah's body was the 

source, the Preponderant Irminsul being a terrifying species of Dimensional existences in the Prana 

Dimension whose Origins and history were unknown by many. 



For Dimensional beings, they had their racial Bloodlines, and then they had Physiques. 

What Noah had from the Dream Dimension was a Mythical Natural Born Infinite Dream Physique, and it 

had granted him a profound access to the Dream Dimension as this Physique built up his very Body! 

Katelyn had a Mythical Natural Born Mirror Physique of unknown distinction, and she also had whatever 

racial Dimensional Bloodline from her Mother who was a native of the Mirror Dimension- and she 

wasn't just any common native. 

What Noah had unlocked now from the Prana Dimension was a racial Bloodline. 

A racial Bloodline of the Dimensional Preponderant Irminsul! 

The life force and Vitality it came with was no joke as the boons it brought were simply ecstatic. 

<The VITALITY ecritures have utilized the chance opportunity of this budding life force.> 

<The number of VITALITY Ecritures has doubled to 750.> 

...! 

Noah's golden crimson blood surged as the VITALITY ecritures branded within it proliferated madly, the 

glorious possibility an existence had brought to fruition in the past Era being replicated early as the 

blooming life force was terrifying to sense. 

Boundless boons erupted before Noah's eyes as his raging will observed the changes closely, because it 

seemed the grandest one was yet to come. 

<The Bloodline of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor eyes the Dimensional Bloodline of the 

Preponderant Irminsul.> 

WAA! 

A magisterial sense of tyranny rose at the depths of his Soul, Body, and Origin as his main Bloodline 

woke with a beastial gaze! 

Chapter 1898 Caches And Destiny! LV 

A Bloodline was unlocked as no matter what it was, the Quintessential Kainos Emperor would always be 

there to take its strongest aspects! 

A VENERABLE Dimensional Bloodline…was no different. 

<The Quintessential Kainos Emperor continues its sublimation of Bloodlines as it takes in aspects of the 

Venerable Tier Prana Dimensional Bloodline.> 

The massive stellar dimensional tree with leaves surging with chaotic Dimensional essence released 

bursts of brightness as the surroundings became permeated with a new type of Dimensional Essence! 

This verdant essence coiled like raging streams of sentience across the vast trunk of the Preponderant 

Irminsul that Noah had taken the form of, its barks alone seeming like vast stretches of treasured 

material that would be unbreakable by anything below the Alpha Strata while the leaves that seemed 

like accumulations of Prana Essence caused the surrounding space to tremble. 
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Noah could profoundly control Dream Essence and dabbled in Mirror Essence, but the Essence of the 

Prana Dimension rose up to nearly achieve the same height as Dream with this single VENERABLE 

Bloodline with the countless leaves and extending branches that put Yggdrassil and the Infinite Willow 

Trees to shame. 

Prana. 

It was a word that signified boundless life force, and that was exactly how Noah imagined this 

Dimension would be. 

One that would be filled with fantastical domains with Dimensional Trees exceeding Yggdrasil or 

anything like the Infinite Willow Trees, one where other races he had not even met reigned as beings 

that had lived for eons controlled everything. Being who had lived longer than most due to their life 

force! 

Noah's Quintessential Kainos Emperor Bloodline commandeered this newly rising Dimensional Bloodline 

as prompts continued to rise while his body exploded with Vitality. 

<The Quintessential Kainos Emperor Bloodline has begun the slow Ascension past VENERABLE.> 

…! 

Noah's Tri-Pupiled eyes released beams of authority at this prompt as it was but a matter of time! 

In the past few minutes, he had eradicated millions as any unique racial Bloodlines were attained by 

him- and they were all assimilated into the Quintessential Kainos Emperor as the tier of this Bloodline 

was bound to start going past VENERABLE sooner or later. 

This Dimensional Bloodline of Preponderant Irminsul was the last domino to fall to begin this ascension. 

Noah didn't know how many more powerful Bloodlines he would need to complete this Ascension and 

arrive to a new tier, but he enjoyed the boons now as new information buzzed in his mind. 

<Under the Quintessential Kainos Emperor Bloodline, the abilities of [Irminsul's Dimensional Lifebloom], 

[Rejuvinating Healing Totems], [Breath of the Empyral Saint], and [Prana's Embrace] can now be 

utilized.> 

<The additional multiplier for every 10 Ascendancy Halos has risen to 7,500.> 

<Your True Dimensional Vitality Values have risen to 50 Billion.> 

"..." 

The Quintessential Kainos Emperor reaped wondrous boons from the Dimensional Bloodline of the 

Preponderant Irminsul, with the capabilities of this race being terrifying as just the description of a single 

ability was already domineering enough! 

<Irminsul's Dimensional Lifebloom>:: A single target ability that recovers 80% of the target's True Vitality 

Values in 5 microseconds. A Lifeblood Dimensional Barrier appears during these 5 microseconds as it can 

absorb up to 10 Billion True Dimensional Damage Values… 



Some of the abilities brought forth contained wondrous tanking and healing possibilities as Noah 

wanted to spend time later on going through them, but he wanted to finish delving into his current gains 

so far as from the Preponderant Irminsul.... 

SHAA! 

He could now easily wield the Prana Dimensional Essence as verdant dense green rivers of light surged 

around his magisterial branches and leaves that seemed to be constantly forming their own life 

domains. 

Millions of light years in the surrounding region and past the core of the Infinite Reality, this budding life 

force was already beginning to cause changes to the Domains where Spiritual Herbs were planted- the 

changes to be brought by this Bloodline being numerous and abstruse to understand! 

What was easy to understand though...was that at the depths of Noah's blood, he could generate the 

Prana Dimensional Essence as he had gained a strong enough connection for him to be able to bud 

Kainos Prana Dimensional Cosmos that would allow for the birth of the Prana Dimensional Reality 

Seed...the seed that can be chosen to bloom his Second Dimension as soon as he able to saturate his 

First Dimension! 

This was merely an extension of the boons from the Quintessential Treasure Cache as Noah allowed the 

blooming changes of his life force to continue while gazing at the other loot to come from the Cache. 

HERESY <Obsidian Queen>:: A Vessel Relic born in the Essence of a concept infused with a Decretum of 

the Apollyon Dimension. It can instantly cross the boundaries of any Dimension so long as the input 

essence is of that Dimension. It has offensive and defensive capabilities that can have an output of 

Values ranging from 10-60 Billion. The Decretum of Apollyon is required for its full usage as many of its 

features are currently unknown and unusable apart from Dimensional Travel... 

<Empyral Essence Regeneration Flasks>:: Flasks that contain a profound panacea that can recover up to 

50 Million Units of the Essence of Reality and fully regenerate all other types of Essence resources. 

The allure of new Loot caused Noah's eyes to shine as the Obsidian Queen was a massive vessel that was 

circular in size- its color being tainted with so much darkness that one might not be able to distinguish it 

were it to be floating in space. But when Noah's will delves into it, he found that the space inside of this 

massive vessel was gargantuan compared to its current size- with it being vaster than multiple Realities 

as one could fit entire Legions within! 

He wasn't privy to explore all of its intricacies yet as the item below it was a vibrant glass flask that 

contained a condensed Reality- or it looked like it anyways as it could instantly recover more than twice 

Noah's current Reserves of the Essence of Reality. And the more wondrous thing was receiving 

acknowledgment from RUINATION that she could Sextuplicate this new loot! 

He was about to finish gazing at the rest of the items from the cache when a surging wave of rising 

destiny rose. 

"Hmm?" 



A wave of destiny he couldn't ignore as it stemmed from the Heart of Destiny, this fantastical treasure 

floating down and shooting towards Noah as the bright Celestial light around it slowly faded to 

reveal...an actual pulsating ancient golden heart. 

A heart that released waves of Destined light while sinking into Noah's body, an ability being cast even 

without Noah's permission as this treasure acted on its own. 

<The Heart of Destiny has activated Clandestine Destiny.> 

Radiance overflowed as the pristine waves of destiny surged up like endless stellar golden rivers! 

Chapter 1899The Heart Of Destiny! 

<The Heart of Destiny has activated Clandestine Destiny.> 

…! 

Clandestine Destiny. 

For Noah to understand what this truly was and why it was activated, he had to gaze at exactly what the 

Heart of Destiny entailed. 

His eyes were penetrative as they watched this dazzling image of a heart that seemed to be made of 

clustering waves of Destiny, its aura seeming grand at one instance and normal in another! 

But what it did do was position itself near his genuine pumping gold, crimson, and green stellar heart 

that was now heavily influenced by the Dream and Prana Dimensional Essence, the arteries and veins 

pulsing from the Heart of Destiny going forward towards his heart like tendrils as when they came in 

contact... 

BZZT! 

Noah's massive visage jolted as he felt like he had gotten an electric shock! 

The aorta, pulmonary arteries, and veins...whatever seemed sectioned off from the Heart of Destiny 

linked onto Noah's own heart in its own unique manner as pristine waves of Essence and information 

began to flow into him. 

<Heart of Destiny>:: I am an object of immense destiny that can either bring one to the peak of power or 

drag them to the depths of oblivion depending on my usage. Nothing is known about my Origins as I 

have had many past masters, some managing to own me for mere minutes, others days, and others 

millions of years. Each of the past Masters that have taken in the Heart of Destiny have never been able 

to fully utilize and unlock my usage nor understand my source, with my basic features currently being in 

use as they include <Proliferating Destiny>,<Clandestine Destiny>, <Mark of the Chosen>, <Blooming 

Destiny>, <Book of Destiny>, and <The Way of the Unrecorded>. My abilities cost nothing to cast as they 

are triggered when destiny wills it, where the abilities that are free to use for the master...are just 

abilities that can be passively triggered if destiny wills it. The master cannot actually activate any of the 

abilities, though anything can change if they understand enough about destiny. I can be utilized or given 

up under preset conditions, with Emperors rising and falling from my influence. I can be the bringer of 

profound Destiny, but cannot fundamentally change your own Destiny as if it is too weak, you might join 

the masters that have only owned me for a few minutes. I traverse across space and time and seek a 
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Master that can accept me- not just by their Will, but with the capability of their Destiny. I long for the 

day I gain freedom from this Desolate Mausoleum, whether it is me alone or with all the others. 

...! 

Noah's Tri-Pupiled eyes turned grave. 

The description he received was unlike anything he had read before as it was a description of an item, 

but the item introducing itself to him! 

And more fantastical than anything else was the fact that apart from this, Noah didn't feel any form of 

communication being established between him and this item as it wasn't like Lavalliere where he felt a 

will talking with him. 

Until now, no will or voice directly talked to him about anything as even its activation of its abilities had 

happened by its own bearing! 

The abilities of the Heart of Destiny...he couldn't actually activate any of them himself as this was the 

reason that they had been activating in a seemingly random manner this whole time. 

But each time they were activated, they always produced an astounding destiny for Noah. 

Changing the Resplendent Treasure Cache to a Quintessential Treasure Cache. 

Triggering an unknown glow of destiny when opening the Venerable Dimensional Bloodline Nacre. 

And now, activating Clandestine Destiny. 

But going past all of this information, there was the description that contained somewhat unnerving 

information. 

"The Desolate Mausoleum...Lavalliere, what is the Desolate Mausoleum?" 

Noah asked in a stern tone as Lavalliere was extremely quiet, and the profound Heart of Destiny was not 

even communicating with him! 

"Lavalliere." 

He spoke sternly once more as it was because he already knew the answer to his question! 

He just...wanted an affirmation. 

<...> 

The Will of a treasure spoke slowly. 

<I've referred to it as the Barren Lands, the Heart of Destiny refers to it as the Desolate Mausoleum.> 

WAA! 

Lavalliere's voice was actually filled with emotion and reminiscence as she seemed to be recalling a 

distant memory, her words serene as in her mind, she was gazing at the many shackles that bound her 

while also gazing at the Heart of Destiny! 



This item…there were many possibilities with it one of the shackles that bound her could very well be 

torn off with it in the picture. 

<A Mausoleum. That was what the Main Reality- or simply Reality...that is what it was. And the 9 

Dimensions were the Anchors that wrapped around and suppressed this Mausoleum. At least that is 

how things were before that man came. The way they are now...who even knows.> 

...! 

Despondency could shockingly be felt in the words of Lavalliere as Noah found himself stopping briefly. 

Mausoleum! 

This word straightforwardly could be likened to a grave or sepulcher- a place to keep the dead and 

things to be forgotten! 

Why would the Main Reality be termed a Mausoleum? 

The 9 Dimensions that were termed the Anchors...why were their people restricted and yet possessing 

such extreme power? 

"..." 

Noah received no answers as he retained his silence. 

If Lavalliere was going to answer him for this- if she was even capable of doing so, she would have 

continued to speak. But she stopped there. 

So Noah pondered a little longer as his vibrant form of a Preponderant Irminsul continued to cause 

massive waves of life force to reverberate throughout. 

Millions of thoughts crossed through his mind as he thought of and went through many things, his Will 

only becoming more first soon after as he moved forward! 

So long as he continued moving forward, all the answers would come.  

So long as he continued to get stronger, there wouldn't be any existence that could withdraw 

information from him! 

So he would simply keep moving forward! 

Chapter 1900 The Quintessential Kainos Emperor Enters The Main Reality! L 

Silent waves of destiny flowed as Noah stepped out of his thoughts and did not ask any more questions. 

He didn't try to probe the Heart of Destiny that didn't send any thoughts to him, nor did he probe into 

Lavalliere's thoughts! 

He only went ahead to look at the ability that had been triggered from the Heart of Destiny. 

<Clandestine Destiny>:: A feature that entirely masks the Destiny of the master to a normal and 

acceptable level that he instinctively wishes for. The Heart of Destiny goes even further as it masks the 

very origins and form of what the master wishes to display to others, along with their Bloodlines, 

abilities, and even concepts. Regardless of their rank, nobody can pierce through the veil of Clandestine 
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Destiny as the only possibility lies with other items similar to the Heart of Destiny. If you have managed 

to trigger this ability, consider your destiny sufficient as just due to it, your possible survivability has 

been elevated by a few million years. 

"..." 

It was actually an absolute masking ability. 

One of domineering nature at that as whether they were of the Alpha or the Ultima Strata or of the 

Grotto Haven Realm and above...it didn't matter! 

If they didn't have something like the Heart of Fortune, the Heart of Karma, or even the Heart of 

Fate...they would always see what Noah wished them to see. 

The Heart of Destiny seemed to perceptively sense Noah's wishes as when it felt possibilities rising for 

them to be affected, it acted on its own. 

As for what had triggered it? 

"Hmmm..." 

Noah's mind buzzed as the eyes of a certain Clone met a new scene. 

For now, the case seemed to be that the Heart of Destiny had sensed the possibility of Noah's secrets 

being pried out by even a small margin as he left the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, so it went ahead and 

activated Clandestine Destiny autonomously! 

— 

The Domain Rift outside of the Unexplored Grotto Sanctum pulsated as even though they had just 

begun sending new beings in- those who had survived a deadly plot began to come out as multicolored 

light flashed over the massive Rift portal. 

BZZZT! 

The only Ultima Strata LEGEND here raised his hands as everything came to a halt, everyone watching 

closely as the pulsing portal began to release one aura after another, but there was a single one that 

stood at the very forefront! 

It was the visage of a being they had seen make deadly moves in the illusory screen that had now 

disappeared- the existence who to them, he had been capable of wiping out tens of thousands of 

LEGENDS easily! 

The pristine figure of Alexander King appeared as Akaris and Ezekiel were behind him, Katelyn's figure 

floating closer to Noah as she didn't seem to be paying attention to the myriad of things occurring 

around her, with her gaze distant and exotic. 

Noah's Clone currently looked to be adorned in simpler obsidian pants and a loose white shirt, the black 

hair of this Clone weaving powerfully as his broad fair chest pulsed with power and beauty. Even though 

one couldn't see an aurora of wings or powerful waves of power, Noah was still in his Ascendant 

Quintessential Kainos Emperor form as he could instantly erupt with Billions worth of Damage Values! 



Above his head and behind him, an empty space could be seen as his authority was not wildly displayed 

for all to see, but this wasn't even needed as when Noah stepped out- the whole area became silent! 

The eyes of many Primogenial Strata LEGENDS seemed to recall how he could wipe out tens of 

thousands of them when they gazed into his own endlessly surging eyes, their figures silently developing 

respect and fear as they treated this being similar to how an existence of high ranking in the Main 

Reality would be perceived. 

The Beta Strata LEGENDS watched him with powerful eyes of disbelief as they tried to figure out how 

someone with his power and realm could exceed and even kill beings of their stature, while the Alpha 

Strata LEGENDS representing the Pure-Blooded Primordial Races gazed at Noah with luminous eyes of 

wanting! 

In the structure and power of Primordials, those with special identities and unique Lineage were 

respected. 

But those with power that other beings could not even deny…they were respected more than anything 

else. 

"Representative Aileron." 

The wings of Akaris were the first to buzz as this existence spoke while gazing at the Ultima Strata 

LEGEND that was staring at them all with care! 

The two siblings seemed shockingly alike as Akaris called to her brother in a somewhat cold tone, but 

Aileron did not return the same coldness as he smiled lightly while nodding towards her, his eyes 

becoming locked onto Noah's visage at this moment as he spoke. 

"Acknowledgments are in order…as well as orders from above. You all have done well to explore this 

Grotto Sanctum and survive the threats within it! All those involved in large scale skirmishes with 

Ancient Races and any foreign Dimensional Existences though...are to report to the Primordial 

Assembly." 

WAA! 

Even though he was gazing at the party of geniuses that were continuing to come out, everyone could 

clearly tell his eyes were mainly on the visage of Noah and for a few brief seconds- it also stayed on 

Katelyn and Ezekiel as his words seemed to be more so directed towards them! 

Gloating in the midst of space, Noah's gaze was unfettered as he showed shocking valiance and might 

from his mere eyes alone, turning his head towards where the Royal Human Alpha Strata LEGEND was 

floating along with countless vessels and even the shaking figure of Brightborn that couldn't even bring 

itself to gaze at Noah's eyes. 

The authority that the existence known as Aileron carried seemed to be immense as the Alpha Strata 

Royal Human did not even send a mental message to Noah, the authority of a Representative being too 

astounding as this being continued! 

"Rewards and positions will be decided during the debriefing as geniuses who have successfully 

withstood the rising threat of our enemies deserve recognition and honor." 



SHIING! 

As he spoke, a massive white gold vessel bloomed marvelously as it seemed to be made of mithril gold 

and crystals, its bottom taking on the form of a ship while above it, an advanced interstellar vessel with 

transparent white gold glass manifested. It seemed like a massive oval vessel that released wondrous 

waves of none other than DHARMA- albeit it was weak waves of essence at that as its massive glass 

opened wide while Representative Aileron motioned towards it. 

They had survived a shocking ambush and an army of ancient races as many of the geniuses were 

shocked to find that a Representative of the Main Reality had actually come to receive them, the 

smarter ones realizing that all of this was for a few key figures who nodded at this moment! 

"Then we shall accept the Representative's offer." 

As if waiting for his cue, when Noah nodded calmly and replied while floating towards the fantastical 

DHARMA Vessel, Ezekiel and Katelyn followed. 

After surviving the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, Noah had gained many things…but the boons from this 

event were still not done as one of the major ones was playing out right now. 

The entrance ticket into the Main Reality- a ticket that came in the form of an existence that was 

Representative- a position that was much sought after by all Primordials…buy immensely hard to 

achieve! 

 


